Abstract. In this study, polypropylene (PP)/linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) and maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene (MAPP)/LLDPE blend systems were comparatively investigated. The blends and composites contained equal amounts of the two polymers, and the compatibility and miscibility between the two polymers were investigated. Composites with 10, 20 and 30 wt% wood powder (WP), but still with equal amounts of the two polymers, were prepared and investigated. The morphologies, as well as mechanical and thermal properties, of the blends and the blend composites were investigated. The MAPP/LLDPE blend and composites showed better properties than the PP/LLDPE blend and composites as a result of the stronger interfacial interaction between MAPP, LLDPE and WP. The SEM and DSC results of the PP/LLDPE/WP blend composites showed that WP located itself more in the LLDPE phase. In the MAPP/LLDPE/WP composites the WP was in contact with both polymers, although it had a greater affinity for MAPP. The TGA results show that the MAPP/LLDPE blend and composites are more thermally stable than the PP/LLDPE blend and composites.
Introduction
The blending of two or more polymers is a cheaper and more effective alternative, not only for the development of polymers with new properties, but also for recycling of greener materials [1] [2] [3] . Polypropylene/polyethylene (PP/PE) blends are amongst polymer blends that were studied by various researchers [4] [5] [6] . Three different types of PE, namely low-density polyethylene (LDPE), highdensity polyethylene (HDPE), and linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) were used to modify the physical and mechanical behaviour of PP by forming physical blends [2] . The interest in PP and PE is specifically due to the fact that both these polymers are widely used as important engineering materials in the automotive, electrical appliances and packaging industries due to their excellent properties such as rigidity and stiffness, oil resistance and their thermal stability [7] . Apart from these good properties that PP has, its applications are often limited due to its low impact strength and Young's modulus, particularly at low and high temperature loading conditions. These PP drawbacks can be considerably improved by blending PP with other polymers [7] [8] [9] . Blending of PP and different PEs largely depends on the miscibility or immiscibility of the two components. PP and LDPE or HDPE are generally considered immiscible in the whole composition range and shows a remarkable phase separation during cooling/crystallization [2, 7, 9] . On the other hand, PP and LLDPE are considered to be compatible in the liquid state. However, PP/LLDPE miscibility is restricted by the processing conditions, composition and high temperatures. If a blend of PP and LLDPE is cooled from a miscible melt it may separate into two phases resulting in an immiscible blend [10] . The incorporation of fillers into thermoplastics is another method widely used to enhance certain properties. The degree of property enhancement depends on the filler particle size and shape, the content of filler, the surface treatment promoting interaction between the polymer matrix and filler and most importantly the filler's origin [11] . Natural fibres are favoured over synthetic fibres due to strict environmental policies that promote the manufacturing of biodegradable materials. One of the disadvantages of using natural fibres is that they are incompatible with hydrophobic thermoplastics. MA-maleated PP (MAPP) has been widely used at low concentrations as a compatibilizing agent and adhesion promoter for bio-filler filled polypropylene composites. The maleic anhydride (MA) functional group which grafts onto the PP backbone acts as a chemical link between the hydrophobic matrix polymer and the hydrophilic surface of natural fillers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Two ways used to improve polymer properties are polymer blending and the use of filler to form polymer composites. These two methods were extensively, but separately used. Studies dealing with polymer blends reinforced with rigid fillers to give three-phase polymer composites are still fairly new [18] . In cases where these studies were done, synthetic and mineral fibres such as talc, glass fibre and calcium carbonate (CaCO3) were used as fillers [18] [19] [20] [21] . Very few studies of ternary systems involving natural fibres as reinforcement were reported [11, [22] [23] [24] [25] . In this study, PP/LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE blend systems, where the two polymers in each system were mixed in equal quantities, were comparatively investigated. This work was primarily a study on the interaction of wood powder (WP) particles with one or more of the phases of different 50/50 w/w polyolefin blends, and of the influence of the presence of WP particles and the respective interactions on the crystallization and melting behaviour of the different polymers in the blends. Maleic anhydride grafted polypropylene (MAPP) was introduced to compare the properties of PP/PE blend composites when one of the polymer phases (PP) is replaced by its functionalized equivalent (MAPP). The morphologies, thermal stabilities and mechanical properties of the blends and blend composites were also investigated. -3 , a melting point of 127°C and an MFI of 3.5 g/10 min (190°C, 2.16 kg). Pine wood powder (WP), or pine saw dust, was obtained from FBW Taurus (Phuthaditjhaba, South Africa). WP was supplied as a light orange coloured powder with a density of 1.5 g·cm -3 and was dried at 120°C for 48 hours. Particles with sizes ≤150 µm were obtained by sieving the dried WP using a laboratory test sieve of 150 µm pore size.
Experimental

Preparation of the blends and composites
The blends and blend composites were weighed according to the required ratios (100/0/0, 0/100/0, 50/50/0, 45/45/10, 40/40/20, 35/35/30 w/w PP/ LLDPE/WP and MAPP/LLDPE/WP) to make up a total of 38 g (which is the mass required for thoroughly mixing the different components in the Brabender Plastograph 50 ml mixer). Mixing of the samples was done at a temperature of 180°C and a mixing speed of 30 rpm for 15 minutes. The samples were then melt pressed at 190°C and 100 bar for 3 minutes. The pressed samples were allowed to cool at room temperature for 10 minutes.
Composite analysis
The morphologies of the 50/50 w/w PP/LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE blends and the 40/40/20 w/w PP/LLDPE/WP and MAPP/LLDPE/WP blend com-posites were examined using a Shimadzu SSX-550 Superscan scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Bangkok, Thailand). Each sample was immersed in liquid nitrogen to ensure perfect breakage. The fractured surface was sputter coated with gold dust (between 20 and 60 nm) before viewing. Differential scanning calorimetric (DSC) analyses were carried out in a Perkin-Elmer DSC7 (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) under flowing nitrogen (20 ml·min -1 ). Samples with masses of approximately 7.5 mg were heated from 25 to 190°C at a rate of 10°C·min -1 in order to eliminate the thermal history, cooled to 25°C at 10°C·min -1 , and reheated under the same conditions. Three different samples were analysed for each composition. The melting and crystallization data were obtained from the second scan, and the average and standard deviation values for each thermal property are reported. Tensile testing was performed under ambient conditions on a Hounsfield H5KS universal tester at a cross-head speed of 50 mm·min -1 . Tensile test specimens (gauge length 24 mm, width 5 mm, thickness 2 mm) were prepared using a dumbbell shaped hollow punch. Six samples per composition were analysed. For dynamic mechanical (DMA) analysis, rectangular samples of 50 mm×12.5 mm×2 mm were used. A Perkin Elmer Diamond DMA (Wellesley, Massachusetts, USA) was used for the evaluation of the storage modulus, loss modulus and mechanical damping factor. The temperature range over which the properties were measured was -100 to 100°C at a heating rate of 5°C·min -1 under 30 ml·min -1 flowing nitrogen. The tests were carried out at a frequency of 1 Hz. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were carried out using a Perkin-Elmer TGA7 (Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Samples with masses of approximately 10 mg were heated from 50 to 600°C at a heating rate of 20°C·min -1 under flowing nitrogen (20 ml·min -1 ).
Results and discussion
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
The morphology of immiscible polymer blends depends on the components, ratios, component melt viscosities, and processing conditions. In most heterogeneous systems, a morphology whereby one phase is distributed in another phase is observed. Long et al. [10] used polarized optical microscopy (POM) to study the morphology of PP/LLDPE blends and reported different morphologies when various contents of polymers were used. In a 90/10 w/w PP/LLDPE blend, PP spherulites were observed while LLDPE appeared as domains in the PP matrix. In blends where the PP content was lower, the PP spherulites disappeared and LLDPE became the continuous phase. Hassan et al. [26] used SEM to study the morphology of an 80/20 w/w PP/LLDPE binary blend and observed a discrete phase of LLDPE as domains sticking to the surface of the PP matrix. These droplets were quite uniformly distributed/dispersed rather than dissolved inside the PP matrix. The droplet formation shows that PP and LLDPE were immiscible and thus they were microscopically separated in the blends. The SEM photos of the 50/50 w/w PP/LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE systems are shown in Figures 1a and 1b respectively. Both systems appear to have a co-continuous morphology and as a result it was difficult to identify the individual polymers in the blends. Wang et al. [7] studied the morphology of a 50/50 w/w PP/LLDPE blend and reported a co-continuous two phase structure that could be broken down into an island-like structure by manual deformation. Zhang et al. [4] and Liang et al. [27] used two-dimensional wide-angle X-ray scattering to study the morphology and interphase structure of an LLDPE/PP blend. They reported that no cross orientation was observed when PP and LLDPE were blended, and this finding was supported by the lack of change in the orientation of LLDPE even in the presence of PP fibres. . This indicates a fairly weak interaction between the fibre and the matrix. However, the macroscopic surface structure of the sample looks smoother than that of the PP/LLDPE blend (Figure 1 ). This may be the result of some affinity between the WP and LLDPE (see discussion of DSC results below). Some authors observed the same for the PP/NR/LLDPE ternary blend which was more homogeneous and had a finer disperse phase particle diameter than the PP/NR binary blend, due to the preference of natural rubber for LLDPE [26] . The higher magnification photo in Figure 2d shows that WP (indicated by A) seems to be in contact with both MAPP and LLDPE, but that it has more contact with one polymer than with the other one. This polymer is likely to be MAPP, due to its maleic anhydride functional groups that will react/ interact with the -OH groups on WP. Since WP seems to have a fairly good interaction with both LLDPE and MAPP, the composite structure should be less porous and the fractured surface smoother at first glance.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
The DSC heating curves of the PP/LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE systems are presented in Figures LLDPE and the lower melting fraction of MAPP. Fonseca and Harrison [28] investigated co-crystallinity in LDPE/HDPE blends using DSC and a co-crystal melting peak was observed at an intermediate temperature between those of LDPE and HDPE. The DSC data presented a melting-recrystallization-melting phenomenon. They concluded that the co-crystals were the result of crystallites melting, recrystallizing and melting again during the heating cycle of the DSC. Similar blends were studied by Xu et al. [25] who reported that co-crystals can occur in two forms: firstly the linear parts of LDPE may be incorporated in the HDPE crystals; secondly the co-crystals may segregate from both the HDPE and LDPE and exist as a separate part, showing a third intermediate melting peak between the melting peaks of the two pure polymers.
The enthalpy values of the two components in the blends are shown in Figure 5 . The LLDPE and PP crystallization peak temperatures are at 105 and 110°C respectively. The 50/50 w/w PP/LLDPE blend shows one crystallization peak at 107°C, despite the immiscibility of the two components. The single crystallization peak for the blend is due to the very close crystallization temperatures of the individual polymers. The most probable reason for the formation of a single crystallization peak is the fact that the polymer blend was cooled at a relatively high rate of 10°C·min -1 . The crystallization of PP/ HDPE blend-based nanocomposites was studied by Chiu et al. [29] , who reported a single crystallization exotherm when cooled at 10°C·min -1 . Faster cooling rates allow less time for reorganization and therefore prohibit the diffusion and proper separation of one polymer from the other [28] . Li et al. [30] studied the miscibility and isothermal crystallization of polypropylene in polyethylene melts, and reported that the crystallization temperature of PP is close to that of HDPE so that the two peaks overlap. The PP/HDPE (20/80) blend showed only a single peak between the crystallization temperatures of PP and HDPE, which was broader than the crystallization peaks of pure PP and HDPE. Similar results were reported for the PP/LLDPE (20/80) blend, but in this system a new peak, which has been identified as the crystallization of PP, appeared at 88°C. It was explained as the dissolution of the PP in the LLDPE in the molten state [30] . The appearance of the lower PP crystallization peak is explained as a delay in the PP crystallization because the concentration of PP in the PE-rich matrix is too low to form nuclei, and hence the crystallization of PP is delayed. During the crystallization of LLDPE, the concentration of PP in the melt increases to the point where PP is able to crystallize at a lower temperature and the crystalline LLDPE act as nuclei for the crystallization of PP. It was further observed that the intensity of the peak at 88°C decreased until the peak disappeared and only one crystallization peak for the PP/LLDPE blend was observed. This is due to the simultaneous crystallization of PP and LLDPE, and is in line with our own observations on the crystallization behaviour of this blend. The presence of WP promotes the separate crystallization of the two polymers. There was a small increase in the crystallization temperature of the LLDPE, while that of PP remained constant in the presence of WP. It seems as if there is some interaction between LLDPE and WP (see SEM discussion above) which retards the LLDPE crystallization, while the crystallization of PP is not affected by the presence of WP. This observation indicates that WP preferably locates itself in LLDPE and retards its crystallization, allowing PP to crystallize first. The crystallization peaks of pure LLDPE and pure MAPP are at 105 and 110°C respectively (Figure 6 ). Considering the heating rate and the closeness of the crystallization, it would be expected that the MAPP/LLDPE blend will show a single crystallization peak as was observed for the PP/LLDPE blend. However, in this case two overlapping crystallization peaks at 107 and 110°C are observed. A possible explanation for the separate crystallization peaks in this blend is that MAPP and LLDPE are less miscible in the melt, and that MAPP therefore started crystallizing at its normal crystallization Figure 5 . DSC cooling curves of PP, LLDPE, the PP/LLDPE blend, and the PP/LLDPE/WP blend composites temperature. However, it seems as if the crystallized MAPP acted as nuclei for the crystallization of LLDPE, and if there was some co-crystallization of some MAPP and LLDPE fractions (see discussion of DSC heating curves). The co-crystalline material probably contained the higher melting fraction of LLDPE and the lower melting fraction of MAPP. Fonseca and Harrison [28] made similar observations, and explained the interaction between the two components as being due to the formation of co-crystallites from the higher temperature portion of LDPE and the lower temperature tail of HDPE. Chiu et al. [29] also reported two crystallization isotherms of a PP/HDPE blend in the presence of MAPP. The crystallization temperatures of both LLDPE and MAPP increased in the presence of WP. Since there should be stronger interaction between WP and MAPP [31] , the WP probably acts as a nucleating agent for MAPP crystallization, so that the MAPP starts crystallizing at a higher temperature. Both the WP and the crystallized MAPP will nucleate LLDPE crystallization, so that the LLDPE also starts crystallizing at a higher temperature. This to some extent explains the SEM observations that both polymers are in contact with WP, but that more of the one polymer (probably MAPP) seems to be in contact with the WP.
Mechanical properties
The tensile modulus (E), elongation at break (ε b ) and tensile strength at break (σ b ) of the polymers, blends and blend composites are shown in Table 2 . All the mechanical property values of the pure polymers have the trend: PP>MAPP>LLDPE. However, the MAPP/LLDPE blend has better mechanical properties than PP/LLDPE. Morphology is a major determinant of the properties of heterogeneous polymer blends. Weak adhesion would result in poor mechanical properties in the blends. The inferior properties of the PP/LLDPE blend can be confirmed from the SEM photo of the blend (Figure 1a) , which shows incompatibility. The voids observed in this blend will act as defects when mechanical stress is applied. The MAPP/ LLDPE blend shows almost no voids (Figure 1b ) that should give rise to better mechanical properties. A continuous increase in Young's modulus in the composites of both types of blends indicates the ability of the composites to resist deformation as more fibre is added. This is due the stiff characteristic of the fibres. The Young's modulus of all the PP/LLDPE/WP blend composites is higher than those of the comparable MAPP/LLDPE/WP blend composites. This is understandable considering that pure PP is rigid and has a higher modulus than MAPP. The blending of MAPP and LLDPE resulted in a blend with elongation at break higher than those of the individual polymers. However, the elongation at break of the PP/LLDPE blend is lower than the two individual polymers, and is related to the incompatibility of the two polymers. The increase (Table 2 ), but the difference is not significant, and therefore any differences between the stress at break values of the blends and blend composites may be explained in terms of reduced or improved interactions between the different components in the samples. It is interesting that the MAPP/LLDPE blend shows a higher average stress at break than the PP/LLDPE blend, despite the higher stress at break for pure PP. This is in line with the conclusion from the SEM observations that there seems to be stronger interaction between MAPP and LLDPE. For both MAPP/LLDPE and PP/LLDPE the stress at break values are between those of pure LLDPE and pure MAPP or PP, and this indicates (at least partial) co-continuity between the LLDPE and MAPP/PP phases. The PP/LLDPE/WP composites show a decrease in stress at break with increasing fibre content, which is the result of poor interaction between WP and the polymers in the blend matrix, and of the fibres acting as defect centres for crack propagation. The MAPP/LLDPE/WP composites also show lower stress at break values than the individual polymers or the blend, but the vales are generally higher than the respective values for the PP/LLDPE/WP composites. The better interaction between MAPP and WP would cause better stress transfer, but not significant enough to maintain or even improve the tensile strength at break of the composites compared to the pure polymers or the blend.
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Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
The storage modulus is closely related to the load carrying capacity of the material [32] . The storage modulus curves of PP, MAPP, LLDPE, the PP/ LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE blends, and their 10% WP containing composites are presented in Figure 7 . The storage modulus values of PP and MAPP are very close to each over the whole temperature range. This indicates that the stiffness of PP and MAPP is similar, and that maleic anhydride grafting did not significantly change this property. A continuous decrease in the storage modulus of MAPP and PP with increasing temperature is observed, with a faster decrease around the glass transition temperature (16°C). The storage modulus of LLDPE is lower than those of MAPP and PP over the whole temperature range, and the difference becomes more significant at higher temperatures. The storage moduli of the PP/LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE blends are only slightly higher than those of LLDPE, but observably lower than those of PP and MAPP. However, the storage moduli of the MAPP/LLDPE blend are slightly higher than those of the PP/ LLDPE blend, probably due to some interaction between MAPP and LLDPE. The PP/LLDPE/WP and MAPP/LLDPE/WP samples have almost the same storage moduli, but higher than those of the blend. This is due to the stiffening effect of the WP. The storage modulus results of the different samples are not in line with the tensile modulus results ( Table 2) . As already discussed, the tensile moduli of the blends and 10% WP containing composites are observably higher than those of the pure polymers. The reason for this is probably that dynamic mechanical analysis involves only weak stresses, and that the adhesion (or lack of adhesion) between the filler and matrix has a different influence on the storage modulus compared to the tensile modulus [32] . The mechanical loss/damping factor is the ratio of loss modulus to storage modulus and is represented as tanδ. The damping properties of the material give the balance between the elastic phase and the viscous phase in a polymeric structure. The damping behaviour of a polymer blend is governed by the mechanical relaxation of the two blended polymers, the content used and the interface between the two polymers. In composites, the damping transitions are characterized by the mechanical relaxation of the polymer matrix and the filler, the content used and the filler size or length [33, 34] . Figure 8 shows a comparison of tanδ as a function of temperature of PP, MAPP, LLDPE, the PP/ LLDPE and MAPP/LLDPE blends, and their 10% WP containing blend composites. Both PP and MAPP have a β-transition peak at about 16°C. This transition corresponds to the glass transition (T g ) of the amorphous region in PP and MAPP [24, 33] . LLDPE has a β-transition at -15°C, which is related to the movement of polymer side or short chains [35] . The damping peaks in the blend and the blend composites show a decrease in intensity compared to the pure polymers. With the presence of other components in the polymer, the amount of polymer in a blend or composite decreases and the polymer structure becomes partially loosened so as to accommodate the other component. The decrease in the quantity of matrix used and the loosening of the polymer structure lead to a reduction in the intensity of the damping peak [33] .
The PP/LLDPE blend shows peaks related to the PP and the LLDPE transitions, and the presence of both these transitions indicate the incompatibility of the two polymers [35] . In the MAPP/LLDPE blend, the LLDPE transition has disappeared, whereas the MAPP glass transition has broadened and has slightly shifted to a higher temperature of 20°C. This indicates that the polymer chain mobility has been restricted due to the partial miscibility of and/or the interfacial interaction between MAPP and LLDPE.
In the PP/LLDPE/WP composites the transition related to LLDPE disappears, while the PP transition is still visible at the same temperature as in the PP/LLDPE blend. This may be due to the stronger interaction between LLDPE and WP. The MAPP glass transition, which is clearly visible for the MAPP/LLDPE blend, disappears when WP is present in the MAPP/LLDPE blend. This indicates that WP influences the MAPP chain mobility due to the interaction between WP and MAPP. The damping factor values of the MAPP containing composites are generally lower than those of the PP containing composites. This indicates that the energy dissipation of the MAPP containing systems is lower than that of the PP containing systems. Since energy dissipation occurs at the interface, the better interfacial adhesion in the MAPP containing systems may be responsible for the lower dissipation of energy. Similar results were reported by Kim et al. [34] .
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
The TGA curves of the different samples are shown in Figures 9 and 10 . PP, LLDPE and the PP/LLDPE blend all have a single degradation step. PP starts degrading at 330°C while LLDPE starts degrading at 400°C. The single degradation step for both polymers confirms that the polymers are composed 737 Dikobe and Luyt -eXPRESS Polymer Letters Vol.4, No.11 (2010) 729-741 of the carbon-carbon bonds in the main chain, thereby allowing a temperature increase to promote random scission, with associated thermal degradation and thermal depolymerization taking place at a weak part of the polymer main chain [34] . Above 450 and 500°C, for PP and LLDPE respectively, no residue or char was visible. The PP/LLDPE blend starts degrading at 310°C, despite the fact that the two individual polymers are both degrading at higher temperatures, and leaves no residue. Mourad [36] studied the thermo-mechanical characteristics of thermally aged polyethylene/polypropylene blends and reported that the 50/50 w/w PP/PE blend had a lower degradation temperature than the pure polymers and the PP/PE blends of other ratios. The decrease in the thermal stability of the PP/ LLDPE blend is probably due to the presence of voids in the blend (Figure 1a ) which trap oxygen that will promote the degradation process and cause a decrease in thermal stability. The PP/LLDPE/WP blend composites have two degradation steps. The first step corresponds to the degradation of WP. The depolymerization of hemicelluse occurs between 150 and 350°C, the random cleavage of glycosidic linkages of cellulose between 275 and 350°C, and the degradation of lignin between 250 and 480°C. During the degradation of these WP constituents, volatile materials such as CO and CH 4 , and residue/char are formed [36] . The second step corresponds to the degradation of the polymer blend matrix. When 30% of WP is used, the residue at 515°C is about 6.5%. The char formation caused a diffusion effect, which inhibited the emission of the gaseous degradation products, showing an apparent increase in the thermal stability of the composite matrix ( Figure 7) . Chiu et al. [30] reported that the inclusion of a nano-filler in PP/HDPE enhanced the blend's thermal stability. Similar findings were reported by Duquesne et al. [37] and Peeterbroeck et al. [38] while investigating EVA/nanoclay systems. Dikobe and Luyt [24] studied PP/EVA/WP blend composites and reported an increase in the thermal stability of the PP/EVA blend in the presence of WP. MAPP is more thermally stable than PP, and also has one degradation step which starts at 340°C ( Figure 10 ). The MAPP/LLDPE blend is more thermally stable (starts degrading at 410°C) than the individual polymers. The improved thermal stability of the MAPP containing blend was due to limited co-crystallization that occurred between MAPP and LLDPE. The resulting polymer blend has an intact structure with fewer voids and hence only a small ability to trap air that will promote degradation. Chiu et al. [29] reported that the improvement in thermal stability of smooth/finer surfaced PP/HDPE/PP-MA was due to oxygen and heat permeability reduction in the blend matrix during the heating process. Another reason may be that stronger interaction between the MAPP functional groups and the gaseous degradation products retarded the diffusion of these products out of the sample, so that mass loss was only observed at higher temperatures, indicating an apparent higher thermal stability. The presence of WP in the MAPP/LLDPE blend also gives rise to two degradation steps. There is a delay in the thermal degradation of WP in the MAPP/LLDPE/WP blend composites, which may also have been the result of a diffusion effect caused by interaction between the gaseous degradation products of WP and the functional groups on MAPP. Although there is an observable increase in the decomposition temperature of the first step, an insignificant change in the decomposition temperature of the second step is observed. Kim et al. [17] studied the effect of MAPP and HDPE-MA compatibilizers on rice husk flour (RHF)/polymer composites. They reported that in both RHF-filled PP and RHF-filled LDPE composites, the first and second degradation temperatures slightly shifted to 
Conclusions
Morphology is an important determinant of the properties of heterogeneous polymer blends and their composites. The MAPP/LLDPE blend and the MAPP/LLDPE/WP blend composites show better mechanical properties than the PP/LLDPE blend and the PP/LLDPE/WP blend composites, because of apparent stronger interaction between the different components of the blend and composites. The SEM photos of the MAPP/LLDPE blend show a smoother fracture surface than the PP/LLDPE blends, which may be an indication of better interaction between MAPP and LLDPE. The DSC heating curves show stronger interaction between and probable co-crystallization of MAPP and LLDPE in the MAPP/LLDPE blend. This interactive cocrystallization seems to be absent when WP is present in this blend, probably because there is a stronger interaction between MAPP and WP which leads to the MAPP preferably crystallizing on the WP surfaces. The WP also seems to locate itself in both polymers, although it has a stronger affinity for MAPP. These interactions seem to be absent between PP and LLDPE in the PP/LLDPE blend and the PP/LLDPE/WP blend composites. The DSC results indicate some interaction between WP and LLDPE in the PP/LLDPE/WP composites, but this seems to be insignificant compared to the interaction between WP and MAPP in the MAPP/ LLDPE/WP composites. These interactions, or the lack thereof, are reflected in the non-isothermal crystallization behaviour of the respective polymers in the different blends and composites, in their dynamic mechanical properties, and in the TGA results, where the PP/LLDPE blend is less thermally stable than the individual polymers, but the MAPP/LLDPE blend is more thermally stable than the individual polymers. The MAPP/LLDPE/WP composites are also more thermally stable than the PP/LLDPE/WP composites due to stronger interactions between the different components.
